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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of cloud computing, Hadoop
has become a widely used open source cloud computing framework for
large scale data processing. However, few efforts have been made to
demonstrate the applicability of Hadoop to various real-world application scenarios in fields other than server side computations such as web
indexing, etc. In this paper, we use the Hadoop cloud computing framework to develop a user application that allows processing of scientific
data on clouds. A simple extension to Hadoop’s MapReduce is described
which allows it to handle scientific data processing problems with arbitrary input formats and explicit control over how the input is split. This
approach is used to develop a Hadoop-based cloud computing application that processes sequences of microscope images of live cells, and we
test its performance. It is discussed how the approach can be generalized
to more complicated scientific data processing problems.

1

Introduction

The concept of ‘cloud computing’ is currently receiving considerable attention,
both in the research and commercial arenas. While cloud computing concepts
are closely related to the general ideas and goals of grid computing, there are
some specific characteristics that make cloud computing promising as a paradigm
for transparently scalable distributed computing. In particular, two important
properties that many cloud systems share are the following:
1. Clouds provide a homogeneous operating environment (for instance, identical operating system (OS) and libraries on all cloud nodes, possibly via
virtualization).
2. Clouds provide full control over dedicated resources (in many cases, the
cloud is set up such that the application has full control over exactly the
right amount of dedicated resources, and more dedicated resources may be
added as the needs of the application grow).

While these two properties lead to systems that are less general than what
is normally considered in the grid computing context, they significantly simplify the technical implementation of cloud computing solutions, possibly to the
level where feasible, easily deployable technical solutions can be worked out.
The fact that cloud computing solutions, after only a short time, have already
become commercially viable would point in that direction. Indeed, the first property above removes the complexity of dealing with versions of application code
that can be executed in a large variety of software operating environments, and
the second property removes the complexity of dealing with resource discovery, queuing systems, reservations, etc., which are the characteristics of shared
environments with heterogeneous resources.
Cloud computing is thus a promising paradigm for transparently scalable distributed computing. It was pioneered in large-scale web application processing:
a well-known and highly successful example is Google’s web processing and hosting system. Cloud computing is now also being used and explored extensively
for enterprise applications. This paper is concerned with the application of cloud
computing to large-scale scientific data processing, an area which is relatively
unexplored so far.
It is useful to distinguish three software layers in clouds:
1. The OS (possibly virtualized).
2. A cloud computing framework, often including an execution environment, a
storage system, and a database-like capacity.
3. A user application built on top of layers 1 and 2.
Google’s system is a well-known cloud computing framework, and several
commercial cloud computing frameworks have recently appeared on the market, including products from GigaSpaces [19], Elastra [16], etc. A well-known
commercial cloud provider is Amazon [3].
In this paper, we focus on cloud computing environments similar to Google’s
system, which was designed for scalable and reliable processing and hosting of
the very large data sets that are provided by the world’s largest ‘information
organization’ company. Three major components in Google’s web processing
system are:
1. MapReduce, a scalable and reliable programming model and execution environment for processing and generating large data sets.
2. Google File System (GFS), a scalable and reliable distributed file system for
large data sets.
3. BigTable, a scalable and reliable distributed storage system for sparse structured data.
Google’s system is tailored to specific applications. GFS can deal efficiently
with large input files that are normally written once and read many times.
MapReduce handles large processing jobs that can be parallelized easily: the
input normally consists of a very long sequence of atomic input records that
can be processed independently, at least in the first phase. Results can then

be collected (reduced) in a second processing phase, with file-based key-value
pair communication between the two phases. MapReduce features a simple but
expressive programming paradigm, which hides parallelism and fault-tolerance.
The large input files can be split automatically into smaller files that are processed on different cloud nodes, normally by splitting files at the boundaries of
blocks that are stored on different cloud nodes. These split files are normally
distributed over the cloud nodes, and MapReduce attempts to move computation to the nodes where the data records reside. Scalability is obtained by the
ability to use more resources as demand increases, and reliability is obtained by
fault-tolerance mechanisms based on replication and redundant execution.
In this paper we use Hadoop [4], which is an open source implementation of
a subset of the Google system described above. The three Hadoop components
that are analogous to Google’s components described above are:
1. Hadoop’s MapReduce.
2. Hadoop’s Distributed File System (DFS).
3. The HBase storage system for sparse structured data.
Hadoop is used by companies like Yahoo and Facebook, and is also widely used
as an instruction tool for cloud computing education.
In this paper, we use the Hadoop cloud computing framework to develop
a simple user application that allows processing of scientific data of a certain
type on clouds. Our paper is mainly an application paper, exploring the use
of Hadoop-based cloud computing for a scientific data processing problem. At
the same time, we describe how we developed a small extension to Hadoop’s
MapReduce which allows it to handle scientific data processing applications,
and we report on our experience with performance studies.
Our paper focuses on a real scientific data processing case study: we develop
a cloud application for a specific project that requires large-scale biological image processing. Large amounts of data are generated that need to be organized
systematically in the cloud, and various types of data processing have to be
performed (most algorithms use MATLAB). The application, built on top of
Hadoop, allows users to submit data processing jobs to the cloud. At expected
full production levels, the scale of the problem calls for the type of scalable and
reliable solution platform that cloud computing can provide.
We find that we can use Hadoop without much modification: the only required change is to MapReduce input formats and the splitting of the input.
Hadoop’s MapReduce input is normally file-based, and we extend this to more
general types of inputs, like file folders or database (DB) tables. More importantly, Hadoop normally splits files in parts that have equal binary size, irrespective of the boundaries between atomic input records. We modify this such
that the user can easily provide a method that splits the input along boundaries between atomic input records. For example, in our application the atomic
input records are folders with image files, and we allow the user to specify the
number of groups these input folders have to be split in. In another example the
atomic input records could be the rows of a DB table, and the user would be
allowed to specify how many groups of rows the table needs to be split in. Note

that these are small modifications of a practical nature, especially since Google’s
MapReduce allows for such user-defined splitting methods as well. Nevertheless,
Hadoop does not currently allow for this type of splitting in an easy way, and
we describe an easy solution to this problem.
The scientific data processing problem considered in this paper is simple: the
workload is divisible, without the need for communication between tasks. In this
simple example there is only one processing phase, and thus there is no need to
use the ‘reduce’ phase of Hadoop’s MapReduce. Nevertheless, our cloud solution
relies on many of the other features offered by the cloud concept and Hadoop,
including scalability, reliability, fault-tolerance, easy deployability, etc.
As discussed in more detail at the end of this paper, our approach can be
generalized easily to more complicated scientific data processing jobs (such as
jobs with input data stored in a relational database, jobs that require a reduce
phase after the map phase, scientific workflows, etc.). In this paper we focus on a
simple real-world test case to demonstrate the applicability of cloud computing
with Hadoop to scientific data processing in principle, and to relate our experiences in attempting to do this, and we leave the more complicated scientific
computing applications for future work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe
the biomedical image processing problem for which we develop a cloud application in this paper. The design of our system and the modifications to Hadoop’s
MapReduce are described in Section III, followed by performance analysis and
system refinements in Section IV. This is followed by a discussion section (Section V) and an overview of related work in Section VI. Section VII formulates
conclusions and describes future work.

2

Case Study

In this paper we develop a Hadoop-based cloud computing application that processes sequences of microscope images of live cells. This project is a collaboration
between groups at Genome Quebec/McGill University in Montreal, and at the
University of Waterloo. We first describe the general context of the project,
followed by a detailed description of the image processing tasks that will be
considered later on in the paper.
2.1

General Description of Biomedical Image Processing Problem

Our goal is to study the complex molecular interactions that regulate biological
systems. To achieve this we are developing an imaging platform to acquire and
analyze live cell data at single cell resolution from populations of cells studied
under different experimental conditions. The key feature of our acquisition system is its capability to record data in high throughput both in the number of
images that can be captured for a single experimental condition and the number
of different experimental conditions that can be studied simultaneously. This is
achieved by using an automated bright field and epifluorescence microscope in

Fig. 1. Single microscope image with about two dozen cells on a grey background. Some
interior structure can be discerned in every cell (including the cell membrane, the dark
grey cytoplasm, and the lighter cell nucleus with dark nucleoli inside). Cells that are
close to division appear as bright, nearly circular objects. In a typical experiment images
are captured concurrently for 600 of these ‘fields’. For each field we acquire about 900
images over a total duration of 48 hours, resulting in 260 GB of acquired data per
experiment. The data processing task consists of segmenting each image and tracking
all cells individually in time. The cloud application is designed to handle concurrent
processing of many of these experiments and storing all input and output data in a
structured way.

combination with miniaturized printed live cell assays. The acquisition system
has a data rate of 1.5 MBps, and a typical 48 hour experiment can generate
more than 260 GB of images, recorded as hundreds of multichannel videos each
corresponding to a different treatment (Figure 1). Newer systems that we are
currently evaluating can produce ten times more data in the same time.
The data analysis task for this platform is daunting: thousands of cells in the
videos need to be tracked and characterized individually. The output consists
of precise motion, morphological and gene expression data of each cell at many
different timepoints. One of the particular systems we are studying is C2C12
myoblast differentiation - a process that results in the formation of muscle fibers
from cultured cells. Cell differentiation, such as adipogenesis and myogenesis is
mediated by gene transcription networks, which can be monitored by fluorescent probes. In a typical experiment, we need to measure the activity of several
hundred different probes, called reporters, each of which records the activity of
a gene regulatory circuit. For these experiments, the intensity of the fluorescent reporters is measured from the videos. While image analysis is the current
bottleneck in our data processing pipeline, it happens to be a good candidate
step for parallelization. The data processing can be broken up into hundreds of
independent video analysis tasks. The image analysis task uses computationally
intensive code written in MATLAB to both analyze the data and generate result
files. The analysis method we are currently developing solves the segmentation
and tracking problem by first running a watershed segmentation algorithm. We

then perform tracking by matching the segmented areas through time by using
information about the cell shape intensity and position. As a final step we detect
cell division events. The output data of the analysis is represented as a set of
binary trees, each representing a separate cell lineage, where each node stores
detailed information about a single cell at all time points.
To date we have used a local eight core server for data processing. A 600 video
dataset takes up to 12h to process. This is the time required for one analysis of
one experiment. Once the system will be fully operational, we will be acquiring
large amounts of data (hundreds to thousands of GB per 48 hour experiment).
We thus consider the development of a scalable and reliable cloud computing system for processing the data generated by our experiments of critical importance
for our project.
2.2

Description of Specific Data Processing Problem

For each experiment (a specific set of parameters for the live cells under study),
we may perform several data acquisitions. Typically, each acquisition generates
600 folders (one per field, see Figure 1), in which 900 acquired images are stored.
Each image has a resolution of 512 x 512 16-bit pixels (512 KB), resulting in
a total data size of 260 GB per acquisition. Different types of analysis (or data
processing) jobs may be performed on the data gathered in each acquisition.
Analysis jobs are normally performed using MATLAB programs, and the analysis can be parallelized easily, since each field can be processed independently.
In the next Section we describe the design of a Hadoop-based cloud computing
system for processing the data gathered in our live cell experiments.

3
3.1

System Design
Hadoop Components Used

As mentioned in Section I, we use Hadoop as our cloud computing framework.
We use three Hadoop components: the MapReduce programming and execution
environment, the reliable distributed file sytem called DFS, and a BigTable-like
storage system for sparsely structured data called HBase. Each of the above
components organizes cloud nodes into a master-slave structure. Figure 2 shows
how the Hadoop components are used in our system. The DFS master node
must be visible to all other components because they rely on DFS to store their
data.Hadoop’s MapReduce provides an API to write MapReduce programs as
well as an environment to run those programs. Its master program is called
“JobTracker”, and slave programs are called “TaskTrackers”. JobTracker accepts
submitted user jobs, consisting of many map and reduce tasks with file-based
inputs. The large input files are split automatically into chunks that can be processed by the map workers (slaves) independently. The MapReduce framework
distributes tasks with these input chunks to TaskTrackers to do the first-phase
map computation. The results of the map phase are gathered and processed by

the reduce phase, which generates final outputs. It is also acceptable to have
map-only jobs. In this case, the reduce phase simply does nothing.
Hadoop’s DFS is a flat-structure distributed file system. Its master node is
called “namenode”, and slave nodes are called “datanodes”. Namenode is visible
to all cloud nodes and provides a uniform global view for file paths in a traditional
hierarchical structure. File contents are not stored hierarchically, but are divided
into low level data chunks and stored in datanodes with replication. Data chunk
pointers for files are linked to their corresponding locations by namenode.
HBase is a BigTable-like data store. It also employs a master-slave topology, where its master maintains a table-like view for users. Tables are split for
distributed storage into row-wise “regions”. The regions are stored on slave machines, using HBase’s “region servers”. Both the master and region servers rely
on DFS to store data. Table I (See Figure 3) shows an example HBase table,
which stores the web pages that link to web page www.cnn.com, along with the
anchor text used in the link. Note that the order of the URL component strings
is reversed in the row key, in an attempt to place links to pages that reside on
the same web server in close-by rows, and thus making it likely that they are
stored on the same datanode. The data stored in HBase are sorted key-value
pairs logically organized as sparse tables indexed by row keys with corresponding column family values. Each column family represents one or more nested
key-value pairs that are grouped together with the same column family as key
prefix. The HBase table in Table I contains one row with key “com.cnn.www”
and column family value “anchor:”, which then contains two nested key-value
pairs, with keys (web pages) “anchor:cnnsi.com” and “anchor:my.look.ca”, and
values (anchor text) “CNN” and “CNN.com”.
3.2

System Overview
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Fig. 2. System design diagram, showing the Hadoop components and cloud application
components.

As show in Figure 2, our system puts all essential functionality inside a cloud,
while leaving only a simple Client at the experiment side for user interaction.

TABLE I
EXAMPLE HBASE TABLE
Row Key

Column Family “anchor:”

com.cnn.www

anchor:cnnsi.com

CNN

anchor:my.look.ca

CNN.com
TABLE II
DATA TABLE IN HBASE

Row Key

Type

Acq

Exp.

ID

ID

User

Column Family: Raw:
Raw:

Column Family: Result:

1-10

FieldRange
DataKey1

Raw

X

1

A
Raw:

Data/expA/acq1/raw/

FileParentDir
Result:FieldRange
DataKey2

Result

Y

1

A

1-2

Result:FileParentDir

Data/expA/acq1/Result/round1

Result:RoundNum

1

TABLE III
ANALYSIS TABLE IN HBASE
Row Key

AnalysisKey1

Input Data

Output Data

Row Key

Row Key

User

Y

Round Number

DataKey1

DataKey2

Column Family: Program:
Program:Name

CellLineage

Program:Version

1

Program:Option

4

Program:InputFieldRange

1-2

1

Status

new

Fig. 3. HBase tables.

In the cloud, we use DFS to store data, we use two HBase tables, called “Data”
(Table II, Figure 3) and “Analysis” (Table III, Figure 3), to store metadata for
data and for analysis jobs, respectively, and we use MapReduce to do computation. The Client can issue three types of simple requests to the cloud application
(via the Cloud Frontend): a request for transfering experiment data (an acquisition) into the cloud’s DFS, a request for performing an analysis job on a certain
acquisition using a certain analysis program, and a request for querying/viewing
analysis results. The Cloud Frontend processes Client requests. When it receives
a data transfer request, it starts an scp connection to the Client’s local storage,
and transfers data to its Temporary Staging Storage. It then puts the staged data
from the Temporary Staging Storage into the DFS. It also updates the “Data”
table in HBase to record the metadata that describes the acquisition (including
the range of fields recorded in the acquisition, and the DFS path to the folder
containing the fields). In the “Data” table, we distinguish records by type. The
“Raw” type denotes raw experiment data, and the properties of a raw data acquisition are stored in the column family “Raw”. The “Result” type denotes result
data, which has different parameters than raw data, which are thus stored in a
different column family. In HBase’s sparse data implementation, empty column
families are not actually stored and do not take up resources; they are shown as
empty in the logical table view maintained by the HBase Master. If the request
is job submission or query, it inserts a record into the “Analysis” table in HBase
or queries the “Analysis” table for the required information. The Job Broker
shown in the bottom left corner of Figure 2 polls the “Analysis” table through
regular “heart-beat” intervals to discover newly inserted unprocessed jobs, and
submits the MapReduce jobs to the Master node Job Tracker to get processing
started. The Job Broker can be run on any node of the Cloud. The Master node
contains the DFS namenode, the MapReduce Job Tracker and the HBase mas-

ter. We put the master processes of all three Hadoop components on one single
Master node for simplicity, while they may also be put on separate nodes. All
other nodes run as slaves to do both data storage and task processing. In our
case, since MATLAB is a native program that cannot use DFS files directly but
requires its input and output files to reside on the local file system, we need to
get files out of DFS and copy them to local storage before MATLAB can start
processing. This local storage, together with the MATLAB process started by
the MapReduce application program, is shown as an isolated box inside each
node in Figure 2. After MATLAB processing completes, the results are put back
into DFS, and when all Map tasks have been completed the “Analysis” table
in HBase is updated accordingly to reflect the change of status from “new” to
“complete”.
3.3

Programming MapReduce

In order to use Hadoop for our problem, it is necessary to extend the default
way how Hadoop handles input data formats, how it handles the way input data
is split into parts for processing by the map workers, and how it handles the
extraction of atomic data records from the split data. Hadoop normally processes
a very large data file containing a long sequence of atomic input records that each
can be processed independently. The file is split automatically, normally along
DFS block boundaries, and due to the granularity of the atomic input records,
the input splits usually each contain many atomic data records. For example,
the atomic input record may be a line of text in a file separated by carriage
returns. The file can be split at arbitrary locations, and record boundaries can
be recovered easily. This type of automatic splitting is efficient and convenient
for this type of problems.
For our scientific data processing application, however, the situation is different. In our case an atomic data record is a folder of images corresponding to
one field (total data size 512KB x number of images in that folder). The granularity is thus much coarser, and when we split the input, we may require just
a few atomic input records per split (i.e., per map worker). In this case, it is
more convenient and efficient to let the user control the number of splits, and to
perform the split exactly at the boundary of the atomic input records. Also, it is
more natural to provide the input indirectly, via paths to the DFS folders that
contain the image files, rather than providing the complete data set serialized
into a single large file for all map tasks.
We have implemented this approach by writing new classes that implement
the Hadoop interfaces for handling input and input splits. We have implemented
the following classes:
1. StringArrayInputFormat.java (implements Hadoop’s InputFormat interface).
2. CommaSeparatedStringInputSplit.java (implements Hadoop’s InputSplit interface).
3. CommaSeparatedStringInputSplitRecordReader.java (implements Hadoop’s
RecordReader interface).

StringArrayInputFormat accepts as input a string array that contains the
DFS paths to all the field data folders, and gets the number of splits that the
user application desires from job configuration. It splits the input into smaller
string array objects defined by CommaSeparatedStringInputSplit.java. When a
map task is executed on a slave node, it is passed one of these small string
arrays, specifying the input folders for the split to be processed. It then calls
CommaSeparatedStringRecordReader to extract atomic input records (which
each point to one field folder). The reader can download simplified versions of
these classes from our project website [27].
In the next section we use this implementation for our cell data processing
case study and evaluate its performance. Note that this approach can also be used
to make Hadoop suitable for many other types of problems that do not directly fit
within Hadoop’s default context, namely, processing very long sequences of small
atomic input records serialized into a single big file that is split automatically. In
the discussion section below we give the example of processing records directly
from a database table that is accessed remotely.

4
4.1

Performance Analysis and Optimizations
Environment Setup

We use a homogeneous cluster to do initial system development and proof-ofconcept tests. The cluster is comprised of 21 SunFire X4100 servers with two
dual-core AMD Opteron 280 CPUs interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet. The
tests described below are performed on a smaller set of data, in which each
‘field’ folder contains 300 compressed images of size 300KB, for a total data size
of 90MB per folder. The cloud is composed of 20 slave nodes for all tests.
4.2

MapReduce Performance

Seconds

In this section we describe some simple runtime tests with our Hadoop-based
cloud computing framework, mainly to show the functionality of our solution,
and to give some insight in its performance. In fact, the use of hadoop allows
to speed up calculations by a factor that equals the number of worker nodes,
except for startup effects, which are relatively small when the execution time of
individual tasks is large enough.
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Figure 4 shows a test in which we run an increasing number of tasks with
one folder per task. It can be seen that the total time increases, which means
that there is an overhead for scheduling.
Figure 5 shows how the system is resilient against failures. We again consider
jobs with one folder per task. Each task has a failure rate of 0%, 10% or 20%. (We
artificially stop some of the tasks right after they start, with the probabilities
specified.) Figure 5 shows that Hadoop is able to recover from these failures
as expected. (It restarts tasks that have failed automatically.) The total time
does not increase markedly when tasks fail, due to the fact that we let tasks
fail immediately after they start. This shows that there is not much overhead
associated with the fault tolerance mechanism. The figure also shows that 64
tasks take about twice the time of 32 tasks, as expected. Interestingly, 32 tasks
take less than double the time of 16 tasks (on 20 cloud nodes), which is likely
due to an overhead cost associated with starting and completing a job.

4.3

Remote Data Staging and DFS Performance

In this section we discuss optimizations in data transfer. It turns out that using
tar files per directory results in a much more efficient system, both for transfer

of data to and from the cloud, and for putting data from temporary storage into
DFS and back.
In our system, data circulates through the following cycle:
1. Remote staging-in of raw experiment data: From Client to Cloud Front End.
2. Put raw data into DFS: From Cloud Front End to DFS.
3. Get raw data from DFS for MATLAB to process at each node: From DFS
to Local Storage.
4. Put result data back to DFS after processing at each node: From Local
Storage to DFS.
5. Get result data from DFS: From DFS to Cloud Front End.
6. Remote staging-out of result data: From Cloud Front End to Client.
Figure 6 shows that it takes approximately the same time to tar and untar a
data folder, as it takes to put the tared file into DFS or take it out. Putting the
untared folder into DFS takes unacceptably long. Therefore, we use tared files
in our implementation.
Figure 7 shows that DFS can also be used efficiently as a remote data staging
tool: rather than first performing an scp transfer from the client to the cloud,
followed by putting the tared folder from the cloud temporary storage into DFS,
one can also run a Hadoop DFS datanode on the client machine outside the cloud,
and put the data directly into DFS. Figure 7 shows that these two methods have
almost the same efficiency. However, due to firewall constraints this may not be
easy to do across organizations.

5
5.1

Discussion
Advantages and Disadvantages of Using HBase

One could consider using a regular relational database instead of HBase. Compared to a database, one major drawback of HBase is its inability to handle
complex queries. This is because HBase organizes data in sets containing keyvalue pairs, rather than relations. The query model used in relational databases
can thus not be applied to HBase. We don’t use a relational database in our
project because of the following reasons:
1. It is complex and expensive to install and deploy large-scale scalable database
management systems.
2. For our application, we don’t need complex database-like queries as supported by database systems, and HBase performs well for the tasks we need
it for.
3. DFS provides reliable storage, and current database systems cannot make
use of DFS directly. Therefore, HBase may have a better degree of fault
tolerance for large-scale data management in some sense.
4. Most importantly, we find it natural and convenient to model our data using sparse tables because we have varying numbers of fields with different
metadata, and the table organization can change significantly as the usage

of the system is extended to new analysis programs and new types of input
or output data.
Because of these reasons, we believe that HBase is a good choice to do metadata
management for problems like ours.
5.2

Extending Our Approach to Other Types of Data Processing

It is easy to extend our approach to other types of data processing based on
our classes. For example, one can use a database table as input for doing simple
distributed query processing using Hadoop’s default approach, by retrieving all
the table contents, putting it into one serialized file as input, and implementing a
record reader that can detect atomic input record boundaries correctly. However,
it is much more natural to let the Map workers read their own set of records from
the database table directly. To this end, users can write a new class which extends
our StringArrayInputFormat.java class, and override our getSplits method in it.
It is easy to pass in the database jdbc url and the number of splits desired. The
getSplits method would then first determine the total number of rows in the
table, and then split the table into row ranges according to the specified number
of splits. Each row range is then written in our CommaSeperatedStringInputSplit
format as a split. Then the user can implement a record reader class such that,
in the Mapper program, the database table will be accessed by the jdbc url
and the row range specified in each split will be retrieved by the record reader
and processed by the Mapper. Example code for remote database access can be
downloaded from our website [27].

6

Related Work

Cloud computing and its usage are still in their infancy and not much literature is available as academic publications. As we’ve mentioned, virtualization
is used to construct a homogeneous environment for clouds while homogeneous
clusters can also be easily configured for this purpose. Considering virtualization, [21] studies a negotiation and leasing framework for Cluster on Demand
built from both Xen [7] virtual machines and physical machines. They built a
Grid hosting environment as in [26] while a similar platform with simple unified
scheduling among homogeneous machines can make this a Cloud environment.
The authors of [28] study automatic virtual machine configuration for database
workloads, in which several database management system instances, each running in a virtual machine, are sharing a common pool of physical computing
resources. The performance optimization they made by controlling the configurations of the virtual machines in which they run may be extended to cloud
environments for automatic configuration. Google File System [18] with its open
source implemetation Hadoop DFS is currently a popular choice for a cloud file
system. BigTable [11] and its open source implementation HBase act as data
organization tools on top of the underlying distributed file system in the form

of distributed column-oriented datastores. Other scalable data hosting and organization solutions include Amazon’s Dynamo, Yahoo’s PNUTS, Sinfonia, etc.
Various data processing languages to facilitate usage of distributed data structures are also investigated in Sawzall [25], Pig Latin [24], and SCOPE [10].
Google’s MapReduce [13], Microsoft’s Dryad [22], and Clustera [15] investigate
distributed programming and execution frameworks. MapReduce aims at simplicity with limited generality while Dryad provides generality but is complex to
write programs with. Clustera is similar to Dryad but uses a different scheduling
mechanism. MapReduce has been used for a variety of applications [9, 17, 23].

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have evaluated Hadoop by doing a case study on a scientific data
processing problem with MATLAB. In the case study, we extend the capability
of Hadoop’s MapReduce in accepting arbitrary input formats with explicit split
control. Our system design and implementation can be reused for similar application scenarios and extended to arbitrary applications with divisible inputs.
We have discussed performance evaluation runs and optimizations in terms of
data transfer mechanisms.
The scientific data processing problem considered in this paper is simple:
the workload is divisible, without the need for communication between tasks.
Nevertheless, our cloud solution is attractive because it takes advantage of many
of the desirable features offered by the cloud concept and Hadoop, including
scalability, reliability, fault-tolerance, easy deployability, etc. Our approach can
be generalized easily to more complicated scientific data processing jobs than the
examples given above. For instance, we have already designed and implemented
a computational workflow system based on Hadoop that supports workflows
built from MapReduce programs as well as legacy programs (existing programs
not built by using the MapReduce API) [30]. We also plan to investigate how
we can process jobs with intertask communications. Building on the experience
presented in this paper, we will address Hadoop-based cloud computing for more
complicated scientific computing applications in future work.
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